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A major question in constraint-based theories of phonology is how much language-specific informa-
tion is encoded in the constraints. For example, contour tone licensing is influenced by both vowel length
and coda sonority. On one hand, each of these factors could be represented by individual universal con-
straints, and their relative strength is based on the constraint weighting. On the other, ? shows that the
relative strength of these factors in languages seems to correlate with language-specific factors such as
phonetic duration, and argues for a direct-phonetics model in which phonetic duration is encoded in the
constraints. Yet, phonetic duration is not the only language-specific factor that patterns along with contour
tone distributions—here I show that language specific frequencies of syllable types also appear to favor
the contour tone licensing patterns observed in both Navajo and Thai. Under the direct-phonetics model,
frequency cannot influence which syllable types can bear contour tones, (and cannot capture patterns that
subvert the phonetic correlation ?). In this paper, I argue that rather than directly encoding language-specific
factors into the constraints, that those factors can influence which phonological grammars are likely to be
observed more indirectly, because such factors would affect the learnability of different licensing patterns.
Contour Tone Licensing. Many languages with contour tones only license the full range of contour tones
to syllables of specific types (?). For example, in Navajo, rising tones are only allowed in syllables with
long vowels. Such a distribution is motivation for a constraint like *CONTOUR/SHORT-V, which bans
contour tones in syllables with short vowels. In Standard Thai, rising tones are not available in syllables
that are checked (that is they end with obstruents), regardless of vowel length, motivating *CONTOUR/OBS-
CODA, which bans contour tones in checked syllables. Together these constraints define a hierarchy of
syllable types, where sonorathe difference is caused by the relative weighting of *CONTOUR/SHORT-V and
*CONTOUR/OBS-CODA.

(1) Contour Tone Licensing Patterns in Navajo (?), and Thai (?).
Navajo CV CVO CVR
Short *[sánǏ] *[p̀IťIì] *[p̀IkhǏn]

Long
[hákǒ:nè:P] [těIZńI:ìton] [těIlPá]

‘let’s go’ ‘they shot at him’ ‘they extend’
Thai CV CVO CVR
Short * *[lǎk] [lǎN] ‘back’
Long [nǎ:] ‘thick’ *[lǎ:k] [lǎ:N] ‘grandchild’

Learnability and Lexical Frequencies. Previous work with error-based learning algorithms in constraint-
based frameworks have found that one factor that leads to faster learning of a pattern is “consistency”, that
is patterns where more licit forms tend to violate the same constraints are learned faster than those where
forms perform differently on constraints (???). Patterns that are easier to learn have been argued by the
same authors to be more likely to be attested typologically. In much of this work, the general learnability of
different patterns is considered regardless of other language-specific factors (think the prior probability of a
grammar g: p(g)). Here, I focus on the interaction of these factors such as lexical frequencies and the learn-
ability of different patterns (similar to the conditional probability of a grammar given a lexicon l: p(g|l)).
Lexical frequency influences the consistency of a pattern. If obstruent-final syllables are more common in
the language (and thus the learner’s training data), the weight of a constraint like *CONTOUR/OBS-CODA

would decrease faster. If checked syllables are more common than short syllables, *CONTOUR/SHORT-V
will tend to outweigh *CONTOUR/OBS-CODA, because it will decrease slower. If frequency is affecting
the phonotactic patterns here, I would expect that in a language like Thai where contour tones are banned in
checked syllables, short syllables are more common than checked syllables, and vice versa for a language
like Navajo.
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Frequency Analysis from Corpora. To test whether frequency influences the learnability of different
patterns, I found the frequency of syllable shapes in Navajo (2) and Thai (3). Navajo frequencies were
counted from the 39,767 lemmas extracted from Wiktionary as part of the SIGMORPHON shared task 2016
(?). Thai frequencies were counted from 2961 words of child-directed speech I extracted from the CRSLP-
MARCS corpus on Childes (?). Only word-final syllables were used in order to eliminate a confound
because Navajo has more polysyllabic words than Thai. Consistent with my hypothesis, Navajo has more
obstruent final syllables than short syllables (62% vs. 51%), whereas Thai shows the opposite pattern (25%
vs. 45%).

(2) Navajo Frequencies
Coda CV CVO CVR
Short 0.25 0.25 0.01
Long 0.11 0.37 0.01

(3) Thai Frequencies
Coda CV CVO CVR
Short * 0.12 0.25
Long 0.27 0.13 0.23
*Short open syllables are pho-
netically long in Thai

Learning Simulations. I ran learning simulations using an error-based Perceptron algorithm in MaxEnt
Harmonic Grammar (?) with the constraints in (4), initialized with markedness high and faithfulness low
(?). I ran learning simulations testing to see how well each phonotactic pattern was learned based on the
frequencies present in each language. In all runs non-contour toned syllables were sampled at rates pro-
portional to the corpora frequency. Contour toned syllables were sampled at the same rates, except forms
that were banned in the target phonotactic pattern were never sampled (i.e. no CV̌R syllables were sampled
when the target pattern was *CONTOUR/SHORT-V. The learnability of a pattern was measured by finding
at which iteration the target pattern was learned with over .95 accuracy, averaged across 10 runs.

(4) Constraints Used in Simulations: IDENT-TONE, *CONTOUR, *CONTOUR/SHORT-V, *CONTOUR/OBS-
CODA, MAX-C, IDENT-NASAL, NOCODA, *OBS/CODA

Learning simulations (5) confirm that the grammar that weights *CONTOUR/SHORT-V higher is learned
faster with Navajo frequencies, because short syllables are observed less frequently than checked syllables.
Further, the grammar that weights *CONTOUR/OBS-CODA is learned faster with Thai frequencies for the
opposite reason.

(5) Number of iterations needed to learn each pattern (Averaged over 10 runs)
Higher ranked constraint

Language *CONTOUR/SHORT *CONTOUR/OBS-CODA

Navajo 3100 3800
Thai 9500 4200

Discussion. The contour tone licensing pattern observed in each language is easier to learn, and thus
more probable, than the alternative, given the frequencies of each syllable type. The relative weighting of
these two constraints is shown to be impacted by the language-specific lexical frequencies, without directly
encoding anything about the frequencies in the constraints themselves. Language-specific phonetic factors
could also affect the learnability of patterns similarly, by impacting the consistency. For example, if contour
tones are more likely to be phonetically reduced or misperceived by a learner on syllables with less sonorous
duration, learners would update the constraints regarding less sonorous syllables less consistently compared
to those regarding more sonorous syllables. Such an approach could further capture phonetically based fixed
rankings such as those projected by the P-Map (?), without needing to stipulate anything about the constraint
weightings in the grammar.
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